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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

SECURITIES

AND EXCHANGE CO:[~hiISSION,

Washington, D.C., July 17, 1963.
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.
The SPEAKER OF THE House oF REPRESENTATIVES.

SI~: I have the honor to transmit the second segment of the Report
of the Special Study of Securities Markets, containing chapters V,
VI, VII, and VIII. This report is submitted pursuant to section
19 (d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Public Law 87-196,
which directs the Commission to make a broad study of the adequacy
of investor protection in the securities markets. The first installment
of this report, chapters I through IV a~d IX, was delivered to the
Congress on April 3, 1963; the final installment should be transmitted
within the next few weeks.
The chapters of the report here transmitted deal with the trading
markets, the exchange markets, and the over-the-counter market. As
we stated in our first letter of transmittal, this report should not impair
public confidence in the securities markets, but should strengthen it
as suggestions for raising standards are put into practice.
I
There is ~ wide diversity among the various markets. An exchange
market is concentrated in a single place and has a limited group of
professional participants, as well as a selected list of traded securities. The over-the-counter market, on the other hand, has no boundaries; it is everything outside the exchange markets. It is scattered
throughout the country and represents, in essence, the sum of many
markets. It is characterized by unlimited entry both from the viewpoint of securities traded and persons trading. It is vast, diffuse and
heterogeneous. Indeed, there was no composite picture of the overthe-counter market today until this study was completed.
Because of these differences, the markets have received different
regulatory treatment. The report points out the more extensive, and
intensive, degree of controls over trading practices in the principal
exchange markets as compared with the over-the-counter
market.
Consequently, the problems and needs of the over-the-counter market
~ppe,nr greater. :But in both markets there are serious inadequacies in
investor protection.
Certain of these shortcomings have been of
continuing concern to the Commission, such as floor trading in the
pri.ncipal exchange markets. Others are presented in a new context,
as m the case of the odd-lot dealers. In still other situations, the
Special Study has amassed the technical dat~ necessary for a thorough
analysis, for example, of the specialist system or of the operation
of the over-the-counter market. Finally, the study affords a unified
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picture of the markets which previously have been viewed only in
moro or less isolated fashion. Thus, we are now in a position to
appreciate the effect of the New York Stock Exchange commission
rate schedule on the regional exchanges and the evolution of the %hird
market."
The study has properly focused on problem areas. To these the
Commission, the self-regulatory agencies and the financial community
must respond with promptness and thoroughness. The importance
of the capital markets to our economic progress does not permit otherwise.

II
As we said with respect to part I of the report, we have been exceedingly fortunate to have assembled such a superior group to conduct the study. The Special Study was given freedom to analyze
and point out ~roble~s as they appeared to it; in this .respect, the
judgments, analyses, and recommendations in the report are those of
tho Special Study and not the Commission.
In connection with this installment, we highlight three further
points. In tim first place, we emphasize that the recommendations in
this part of the report, with.the !mpor~ant exception of controls over
operators of quotations bureaus, can be effected, without amendin~the
securities acts, through the mediumof the rulemaking authority o~ the
Commission or of the self-regulatory
agencies. Moreover, as the
Congress is aware, the Commissionhas made legislative
recommendations which have been embodied in S. 1640., H.R. 6789, and H.R. 6793.
These recommendations are substantially
based upon and supported
by the first installment of the Report of the Special Study. The Committee on Banking and Currency, U.S. Senate, has reported out
S. 1642, as .amended. It is the Commission’.s opinion that ~ these bills
represent essential amendmentsto ’the securities ]~ws a.nd that their
enactment will significantly
improve investor protection. Improvement will be achieved not only through more reliable disclosure as
to companies traded in the over-the-counter market, but in the market
itself, through raising qualification standards for those dealing in
over-the-counter securities. Wefurther point out that, although our
legislative program is a part of a general effort to raise standards
in the securities markets, the program stands by itself; thus consideration of the bills can appropriately proceed independently of the
discussion and resolution of the questions raised in the chapters here
transmitted.
Secondly, as we have indicated, this section of the report contains
recommendations designed to be carried out by the Commission under
its rulemaking power or by the self-regulatory agencies. It is inappropr.iate, therefore, for us to speak definitively on various of the
questions presented, which inv(flve substantive changes in our rules
or the rules of the self-regulatory agencies. In most cases, we cannot legally take final action until interested persons are afforded an
opportunity to present their views, in other instances, a hearing and
the making of a record may be necessary. In any event, we believe
the responsible course of action calls for discussions with the seem’ities industry before any final decisions are made.
Finally, as the study itself has so carefully pointed out, these problems are subtle and COml)lex; manyare .just emerging; and many call

for further study. Somesubjects, such as automation, are long-range
in nature far-reaching in impact., and require a continuing and more
elaborate analyms of a development only m ~ts infancy m the securities
industry. Many other recommendations are of a similar nature. For
example, any conclusions about certain of the recommendations concerning the over-the-counter market must await further exploration
and consultation with the industry. Similarly~ any proposals regarding the structure of the Ne~v York Stock Exchange commission rate
schedule must be premised upon a thorough understanding of the impact any change in that structure would have on other sectors of the
securities markets, such as the regional exchanges.
These considerations, of course, do not preclude our endorsement of
the general soundness of the report as a point of departure for discussion with the industry and for rulemaking. They do serve as a
background to a more detailed response by us to the recommendations. Werecognize that the Congress expects such a response, as
evidenced by a letter dated April 5, 1963, from l-ton. Oren Harris,
cha.irman, Committee on Interstate
and Foreig’n Commerce, House
of Representatives, requesting our vie~vs as to the specific recommendations contained in the first p~rt of the report. Weexpect to
send a letter within the next few days detailing our views on the speci tic recommendationsin the second installment.
III
At the present time the Commission’s efforts are heavily committed
to our legislative
program which is under consideration’by the Congre.ss and.to the completion of the Report of the Special Study. Upon
completion of these efforts, we shall concentrate upon those areas
calling for exercise of our rulemaking authority or that, of the selfregulatory agencies. In the ~neantime, the staff of the Commission
is preparing proposals for presentation to the Commissionand to the
industry. A special Otiiee of Program Planning has been established
whose initial task will be to coordinate and assist the opera:ting divisions and offices of the Commissionin this large and very ~mportant
task of carrying out recommendations of the Special Study.
By direction of the Commission.
~VV~LL~A~
L. C~RY,Chairma,n.
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Washington, D.C., July 16, 1963.
To the Chairman and Members of the Securities
and Exchange
Commission:
We have the honor to transmit herewith chapters V, VI, VI~, and
VIII of the Report of the Special Study of Securities Markets. l~hese
chapters deal with trading markets for securities and are to be printed
as part 2 of the total report. Chapters I, II, III, IV~ and IX have
been previously submitted under our transmittal letter dated April 3,
1963. The remaining chapters of the report should be ready to be
forwarded to you within the next few weeks.
As we stated in our letter of April 3 with respect to the study and
report generally, the total picture emerging from our studies is (;no of
basically strong institutions subject to manyspecific weak_nesses and
abuses. The balance is, of course~ different for different market institutions. In particular,
the over-the-counter markets have received
less systematic and thorough attention than exchange markets under
existing regulatory measures and mechanisms and t!\~ need and opport.uniti.es for i~_n. provements_are correspondingly gre,~er, even allowingfor inherent differences in the natures of the two types of markets.
The faults and defects disclosed in the study do not call for public
alarm as to the basic integrity of the securities markets but, neither do
they permit of complacency. The weaknesses that have been found
trading practices and regulatory, controls are of various kinds and
erh~a~s varying degrees of semousness, but in the opinion of the
peeial Study all of them call for attention and action--if not following the specific recommendations of the report on each matter, then
seeking an alternative
way of meeting the disclosed need--if our
market institutions
are to achieve and maintain a quality commensurate with their importance to the American economyand the American
public.
The chapters transmitted with this letter, perhaps even more than
others in the total report, deal with numerous matters of great complexity and difficulty,
some of which have neither been the subject
of continuous regulatory attention nor the subject of intensive studies
in many years, if ever. The Special Study has arrived at its conclusions and recommendations after thorough analysis and thoughtful
review of massive quantities of data and presents them with confidence
and conviction as to their essential soundness. Nevertheless, it is
.reeogniz.ed that many of them may be quite controversial, and that
in some ~nstanees alternative solutions may be preferred after further
exploration. It is pertinent to repeat here what ~ve said in chapter
I.A.5 (at pp. 7-8 of pt. 1) of the report"

~

No part of the present report has been submitted in draft form, for comment
or correction
or any other purpose, to any of the private
persons or groups
referred
to or potentially
affected by the contents.
Assmning that this would
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,,~h~:rwi~c
havebeenan approl)riaLe
course,it was an impossible
one within
~he timelimitof thisstudy.Thus,suchpersonsand groupshavenot had the
opportunity
to responddirectlyto any of the 2actualmaterial,
analyses,
or
proposals
contained
in the report,
as theyundoubtedly
wouldhavebeenentitled
to if thereport
amounted
to a finaldisposition
of anyof thequestions
discussed.
Since the report does not "decide" any question, but only expresses conclusions
and recommendations of the Special Study, adequate opportunity for pointing
out errors of fact or analysis or for disputing conclusions and recommendations
will be afforded in the legislative hearings or administrative proceedings that
necessarily will precede adoption of any recommend,~tions to which there might
be opposition.
Since the publication
of the first
group of chapters~ a few errors
contahted
in them have been brought
to our attention.
We most
~sincerely
regret these errors and ~ny confusion or embarrassment they
;nay lmve caused. These are listed in an attachment
to this letter.
In our transmittalletterof April 3~ 1965~ we identiiiedthe members
of the staff’ o~ the SpecialStudy and also re~erredto the invaluable
assistancereceived~rom individualsand groups outside
o~ the ~orma]
~tudy staff. }Vhile the acknowledgementsin our earlier letter apply
generallyto all chaptersof the report includingthe presentones~ it
should be pointed out that the study receivedp~rticul~r]yhnportunt
assistancein connectionwith the present chapters~rom the ~o]lowing
individualson the Commission’sstaff outsidethe study staff" ~Vu]ter
}Verner, Gordon Henderson, Charles R. McCutcheon( Vito N~ttre]]a.,
John }Voodward, and Joel Rabin.
In the list of those outside the studv~s own staff who have borne
ndded burdens in connection with the ~tudy and have greut]y
rated its work~ there should have been included the names o~ Harry
l)o]]~c];~D~rectorof Personne]~and AlbertFontes,AssistantDirector
of Personne]~as well as the staff o~ the Commission’sMiami branch
oifice..~o the list o~ outsid~organizations
renderingimportantassistance m data processing should be added the Computation Labor~tory
o~ the National Bureau of Standards and the Columbia University
Computer Center. Additional persons serving on the clerical and
~;tenographicstaffs o~ the study included: Bernard H. G~ril~ Leo]a
]L Kel]ey~ Larry L. McKow,[, John F. Morris~ Jr, ~rg~ret L.
Olearnick,H. Janice Purschwitz~Yvonne D. Scott~ D~vid L. Shriver,
trod B~trbara J. Yokemick. Final]y~ our previousletter incorrectly
listed one member o~ the regular staff, Fred Siese]~ as
~,na]yst
instead
o~ amongthe,e(~onom~st~~{ndstatistician
s.

R~

S.
Assoeiate Director,
Rm~D H. P~L,
~ief Counsel,
Smear M. Ro~s.
C~ief

Economist,

HE~nRT G. Sc~mK,
Assistant Director.
Special

Study

of SecuTgties

Ma~ets.

EIIRATA IN PARTS 1 AND 3 OF RE]~’ORT

At page 87 of part I of the printed report (ch. II.B.3) the following
~ ~teme~t appears :
The brokers blanket bond essentially
covers losses resulting
from dishonest or
careless acts (theft,
embezzlement, loss or misplacement of property, etc.) but
lint from ~,iolations
of Federal and State securities
laws or from insolvency.

Since the report ~ppeured, our ~tte~tion has been drawn to two perti~mnt cases~ one recently decided and the other still in litigation.
The Home Indemnity Company v. Reynolds c~ Co., 187 N.E. 2d
(Ill. App. Ct. 1st D., 1962, rei~. den. Jan. 31~ 1963), the court held
that a sale of securities in violation of the Illinois Securities Act was
~ criminal or dishonest act for~ which recovery could be had under
brokers blanket bond. In the second~ At~cin et al. v. Hill, Darlington
& Grin~/~, et al., still pending in the NewYork courts, a broker-dealer
~’~takes the position that-a bonding companyis liable under a brokers
blanket bond with respect to sales of insurance companysecurities
in violation of section 51 of the ~NewYork Insurance Law.
At, page 583 of part 1 of the printed report (ch. IV.E.3) a footnote lists Realty Equities Corp. of NewYork as one of five cash-flow
real estate corporations having stocks listed oa the American Stock
Exchange. This company is not a cash-flow corporation and its name
should be eliminated from the foovnote. The text, accordingly, should
refer to four rather than five such companies.
At page 54 of part 3 of the printed report (ch. IX.B.5.e) the followi,~g appears:
* * * The broad conclusion of the study, ~vhich is in accord with the publicly
expressed view of one of the most knowledgeable authorities
covering over-the~
counter market, Wallace It. Fulton, the retiring executive director of the NASD,
is that section 16(b) should apply generally to unlisted securities.

The Special Study has been subsequently advised by Mr. Fulton that
the above does not correctly reflect his position~ since his expression
concerning e~tension of section 16 (b) to over-the-counter markets was
subject to the qualification that it would be necessary to have an exemption "for a securities firm making a market in a security which
has a partner or an officer serving o~ the Board of the companyissuing
that security."
New York Times,

Feb.

27.

~962, p.

51.
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CHAPTER

V

TRADING MARKETS--INTRODUCTION
BASIC C0)[PONENTS

OF TRADING

MARKETS

As noted in chapter I, the broad term "securities markets" encompasses both the markets for distribution of securities into public
hands and the markets for continuous trading in outstanding securities. 1 Markets for distribution of securities were the subject of
chapter IV. Trading markets are considered in this chapter and
chapters VI, VII, and VIII. It will be seen that the uses and mechanisms of trading, markets are substantially different from those of
distribution markets, although there is an overlapping area having
imprecise boundaries but consisting of distribution into wider public
ownership of blocks of securities already outstanding ("secondary
distributions"; see ch. IV.C), and the handling of large blocks in the
trading markets (see chs. VI.D.6.h, VI!.C.6, and VIII.C).
Of the four chapters dealing with trading markets, the present one
contains general introductory material including brief discussions
of basic components, concepts, and standards applicable to trading
markets and basic differences and similarities between types of markets; chapters VI and VII contain detailed discussions of the two
major types of trading markets, exchange markets and over-thecounter markets, respectively;
and chapter VIII considers various
interrelationships
between the two basic types and among markets
generally, including factors affecting choice of markets, characteristics
of securities traded in different markets, institutional participation in
markets and use of market mechanisms, over-the-counter trading in
ex.change-]isted securities,
and the role of regional exchanges as
pmmary and multiple markets.
~’
1.

PARTICIPANTS

IN TRADING 2~ARKETS--"PROI~ESSIONAL"

A/~TD ’tP~YBLIC

Participants in the trading markets include both "professionals" and
the "public." The professionals--those
who make their livelihood
in the securities business as underwriters, brokers, or dealers--have
widely varying characteristics
and activities.
At one extreme, the
professionals may be members of giant wire houses with memberships
on several exchanges and with nationwide or even worldwide networks of branches and eorres,.p~ndents ; at the other, they may be oneman firms trading only in o~ er-the-eounter markets. The public-all who invest or trade in securities but are not in the securities
business in the above sense~again show a tremendous range, from the
very small or new investor who ~nay lack market experience and
sophistication
and may depend for investment advice upon salesmen
of varying degrees of skills and knowledge,, to the great pension funds,
¯ In general, this report does n(~t consider the category of Government obligations,
devotes relatively little attention to corporate bonds as a separate category.
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invest~nent companies, insurance companies, banks, and eleemosynary
institutions and foundations, which may have large staffs of financial
analysts at their disposal.
The public’s access to trading markets is through the professionals--"brokers" who act as agents for the public in buying or selling~ and
"dealers" who sell to or buy from their customers for their ownaccount
as principals. A firm or individual in the securities business is permitted to combine the functions of broker and dealer and from time
to time may act in one capacity or the other depending on the circumstances. Whatever the amount or kind of his transactions
with
the public, a broker-dealer may also buy or sell for his own account,
:~s an investor or trader. Most of these transactions presumably are
entered into with the salne kinds of motivation as any other inrestor’s;
i.e., to obtain a return on capital, capital appreciation, and/or trading
profits. In the ease of some professionals, however, particularly the
.specialists and odd-lot dealers on stock exchanges and "market makers"
m over-the-counter markets, certain of their transactions are induced
by needs of the market itself. In his transactions for his own account,
the professional usually enjoys the advantages,, amongothers, of immediate and int.imate contact with the market, of trading ill the
"inside" market and/or paying lower commissions.
In the nonprofessional sector, two important developments in recent
.years have been a considerable increase in the nlm~ber of persons ownmgsecurities, and substantial growth in activ, ity on the part, of institutions.: Thus, during the 195"2-61 decade, the hi,tuber of individual
shareowners in America _o-few almost three time.~. Despite this expansion, activity of individuals as a proportion of tot.aT share volume
on the NewYork Stock Exchange, according to its public transaction
surveys, shrank from 57 percent for ~ test days in 1952 to 5~.4 percent
on th.e test. day in 1961, while a.ctLity of institutions (~hich were
growing substantially
in number and size) during" the same period
rose from 2~.6 percent on the test days in 1952 al,.d 19.3 on the test
:~
days in 1953 to 26.2 percent, of share volumeon the test day in 1961.
With respect to particular securities, however, tl~e degree of public
participation may differ widely, so tllat the markets in certain issues
may be dominated by institutional trading w~.i, le in other cases, by
individuals’ or members’ transactions,
l~or example, on September
31, 1961, when institutions
aeeolmted for 26.2 percent of total New
York Stock Exchange trading, they accounted for 90 percent of the
purchases of International
Nickel of Canada aml 5 percent of the
sales, while individuals accounted for 1.5 percent of the purchases and
4 percent of sa]e~. ~ (Though fi~’nres are unavailable, memberspre2̄ On institutions’
impact on the stock market, see staff of Sen:~t(Committee on 13ankin~
Cnrreney,
84th Con¢.. 2d sess.,
"Report
on In,qtitutiona]
Investors
and the Stack
am;et,
195,~55,"
pp. 25-3.5
(committee
print,
1956) ; and the report
prepared
for t~e
SEC by the Wharton
School
of Finance
and Commerce.
"A Study
of Mutual
Funds,"
H. Rept. 2274. 87th Cong., 2d sess.,
pp. 21-24. 262-282. 359-397 (~.962).
a NYSE, "1961 Public
Transaction,
Study,"
pp. 2~3. In calculating
total
volume,
the
Exchange made add’ustments
for nonreported
volume and for p~l)lic
tran,sactions
which
were not accounted
fo~ by members.
As po.inted
out in subsequent
chapters,
there is strong reason to believe that,
if dollar
vol.umes .w_ere considered.,
the percentages
would be signifieanlly
higher for institutions
ana..signiiicantly
lower for the general
public
than the above figures.
Howerer,
thiu
wom(~ not affect the trends described
in the text.
¯ The analysis
of the trading
in individual
stocks was made by the Special
Study, based
on data from the NYSE and the odd-lot
dealers.
Data were not available
to adjust
reported
volume figures
for individual
stocks
~s the NYSE had adjusted
total
volume
figures.
Therefore,
the percentages
for inddvidual
stocks are not strictly
comparable
to
the percentages
of total
volume, but any distortion
is likely
to be small, because of the
nature
of the adjustments
made by the NYSE.
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sumablv accounted for the remainder of the trading.) On the other
hand, (~n that day individua!s d,o, minated trading in StudebakerPackard by purchasing 68 percent and selling 63 percent~ while in~itutions purchased 4 percent and sold 5 percent.
2.

THE TV¢O BASIC TYI~ES

OF TRADING I~I:ARKETS

IN THE UNITED STATES

The ~overning Federal law recognizes two basic types of trading
m~rkets-- exchanges and over-the-counter,
respectively
the subjects of chapters VI and VII. For regulatory purposes all the regis~ered exchanges ~ are treated as a single category, but the Commission
is empoweredto exempt such an exchange from certain rules otherwise
generally applicable ~mdto makerules ~or only one or several of these
exchanges, ~ and each exchange is permitted to h~ve and does have its
o~vn set of rules and regulations. Over-the-counter markets also are
treated as a single category for regulatory purposes. However, by
definition they are an essentially residual category: all trading that
does not occur on an exchange is characterized us over-the-counter~
and all broker-dealers registered with the Commissionare entitled to
participate. ~ As is developed below, there is great heterogeneity in
the securities traded, and the precise character of the over-the-counter
m~rket for each sec~rity tends to adjust itself to the characteristics of
that security.
a. Contrasting e~’p~cts of the tqzo types
Exchange markets and o~er-the-counter trading markets are fundamentally similar in purpose and functions but substantially dissimilar
in mecl~anics and practices. A brief introductory enumeration of certain of their respective characteristics may help to show their basic
similarities and differences and, as to the latter, mayhelp to differentiate between those that are fundamental~ inherent or substructural,
and those that are merely historical,
superficial or incidental. It
should be borne in mind that this enumeration is intended to be
descriptive only; at this point in the report, no evaluation of any
of these differences is to be inferred.
Altho~lgh only two basic types o~ markets exist ~or legal purposes,
within those types are many differences, some of which are almost
as significant as those separating the basic types. Especially should
it be noted that the major exchanges, particularly the NewYork and
the American, differ in many ways from the other exchanges.
*.he following brief description of exchunges~ which is primarily for
the purpose of comparison with o~er-the-counter markets, the focus
is principally on the major exchanges in NewYork.
In the over~the-counter category the great varieties of conlponents
:tad practice~ also make it necessary to limit the brief discussion in
this chapter to broad generalizations ~or purposes of comparison with
~ There are 14 registered exchanges and 4 exempt.
~Exchange Act, secs. ll(c) and 19(b).
There has been r~o occasion for formal exemption under the former section,
since the
Commission has never formally exercised
its rulemaking power under that section;
the
exchanges, acting indepe~dently and at the ,suggestion of the Commission, have made rules
on the matters covered by sec. 11.
The Commission has brot~ght formal proceedings ~under the latter
section only on(.e, i~
the matter of NYSErules limiting
transactions
by m~m.bers in NYSE-listed securities
also traded on other exchanges.
In the Matter o~ The Rules of The New York Stock
Exchangc, 10 S.E.C. 270 (1941). This decision is discussed in ch. ¥III.E.
~ See see. 15(a) of the Exchange Act for those broker-4ealers
who are not required
register in order to par[icipate
in certain limited a~,eas of the over-the-counter
market.
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exchange markets. In particular it should be pointed out that overthe-counter markets in exchange-listed securities do not necessarily
conform to some of the generalizations stated.
General
1. In general, although exchange markets differ widely among
themselves, each exchange market is relatively concentrated, homogeneous and organized. :By comparison, over-the-counter markets are
diffuse, heterogeneous and more loosely organized.
~. In the exchanges, trading is accomplished through a type of
auction process. Auction markets historically were, and some of them
remain, "call" markets--an actual "gathering" at one time and place of
potential buyers and sellers or their brokers, who match their wants and
offerings of securities at the best prices obtainable on each side. In
the classical market of this sort, each security is "called" in turn
during ~ specified trading session, thereby establishing the price for
that security until it is "called" again.
At the present time the major American exchanges are, for the most
part, "continuous auction" rather than call markets. On the ]~arger
exchanges the various securities are allocated to different localities or
"posts" on the "floor," and buy or sell orders may be brought to the
appropriate post ut any time during the trading session for immediate
or later execution. Since there may not be matching buy and sell
orders from public customers at the same moment, ~ continuous auction market requires mechanismsfor linking the buy and sell interests
during the trading sessions, and the main cog in the established mechanisms is the specialist whojoins the orders in specific securities.
Over-the-counter markets exist, as organized markets, only as and
to the extent that dealers elect to "make" thegn, by standing ready to
buy and sell for their own accounts. As manyas 20 or 30 dealers, or
~s few as 1 or 2, or none, may be trading u particular security ~t
any time. There is no place of congregation of buyers and sellers,
and therefore the transaction of business depends on telephone and
wire connections through which firms may communicate and negotiate. There are organized systems for interdealer circulation of
quotations, and ~n intricate communications network .which permits
broker-dealers to keep in touch with one another, directly or indirectly,
and to be generally aware of changes in quotations and in buying and
selling pressures. The only vestige of ~ "counter" over which business
maybe done is at the retail level.
3. On the exchanges there is a clear-cut definition of who may par~
ticipate in the auction on the exchange floor~ through the concept of
exchange membership, or "seats."
Furthermore, there is on most
exchanges ’a recognized division of labor among members; the members act within a framework of regulations prescribed by their exchange and the Commission, which govern how particular functions
sare to be performed and who may perform them.
In the over-the-counter markets there is no institutional
limit on
who may engage in any particular function with respect to any or all
securities, except in the broad sense that all broker-dealers in interstate commercemust register with the Commission, and most over-the~ For a classification
of New York Stock Exchange members by their principal function,
see ch. I, p. 12 {~t. 1}, and tables I-3 and I--4, oh. I, pp. 28-29 (pt. 1), and ch. VI.B.
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counter broker-dealers are under economic compulsion to join the
National Association of Securities Dealers. The latter, which is the
over-the-counter markets’ only officially recognized central institution, is essentially regulatory rather than operational in function.
4. For the exchangesthere is also a clear-cut definition of ,what securities may be traded on each exchange, through the concepts ot~ "listing" and controlled "unlisted trading privileges," described more fully
in chapter VIII.B. Broadly speaking, and subject to many exceptions, stocks listed on the NewYork and American Stock Exchanges
tend to be national in scop%while those listed solely on the exchanges
outside NewYork (ot~ten called tim regional exchanges) tend to be ot~
more local or regional interest. However, because of the phenomenon
of "multiple trading," which is discussed at greater length in chapter
VII]:, the bulk of transactions in the regional exchanges, except for
the three wester~ mining exchanges, is not in their so]el.y traded securities~ but in securities also traded on one ot~ the two major NewYork
exchanges.
In the over-the-counter markets there are no similar concepts or
contro]s~ except insofar as the Securities Act ot~ 1933 maylimit initial
entry into a public market.
Mechanics
p
¯ e bers~ through whom, directly or indirectly,
all listed
securities are bought and sold on an exchange. They act primarily as
agen.ts ~or public buyers and sellers. On the major exchanges approximately 75 percent of total round-lot share volume consists
agency tra.nsactions ~or customers and, at least for some listed securities~ the market theoretically could function solely as a nexus for
~ transactions
matching public orders~ i.% without any membem
their own account.
In the over-the-counter markets~ on the other hand, there is no similar mechanism for matching public orders; dealers making markets
are the over-the-counter equivalent o~ the exchange as a nexus between
buyers and sellers. In addition to this functional reason for greater
dealer part.icipation
in over-the-counter markets, many purcha~s by
memberso~ the public are handled by dealers on a principal rather
than agency basis; indeed, even a dealer who does not make a market
in, or "position," a particular security o~ten handles a customer’s urchase order by hin~elf buying from’another dealer and selling toPthe
customer.
6. In the typical exchange transaction the pubIic customer pays a
commission as .compensation to the membarwho acts as his broker. In
over-the-counter traasactions, at least i~n,,those involving pumhases,
the customer frequently pays a "markup to a dealer actin as rin
cipal, although eviden~-a~;ailuble to tt[e study indicates t~ aP~ajority of over-the-counter transactions are affected on a disclosed comm~smonbasis. Regulation of exchange commissions has historically
been in terms of a minimumscala, whereas NASDconcern with overthe-counter markups and commissions is expressed in terms of an
upper limit. In general, stock exchange minimumstend to operate
as maximumsand are substantially
lower than the markups allowed
and usually charged in over-the-counter transactions between a dealer
acting as principal and his customers.
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7. These differences in bases of compensation are related in several
important ways, ~s cause or effect or both, to the mechanics and economics of the respective markets. Thus, the compensation system in
over-the-counter markets is said to be more conducive to "selling"
eff.o~, i.e., stimulation of public buying, than is the exchange
m~sslon system. On the other hand, it is often said that more "selling"
is needed for most over-the-co.unter securities than for most exchana’e
securities, because the latter are, in ge.n.eral, more widely knowna~d
widely distributed. These statements as to exchan~o-e se~;urities, however, are much more applicable in the case of New York Stock Exchange and American Stock Exchange securities than in the c~se of
securities traded only on regional exchanges: and as to over-thecounter securities, it is pointed out in chapter VII that agency executions appear to be relatively more frequent for less actL, e securities
than for the more active ones.
8. Because of the more unified and concentrated character of the
exchange markets, it is generally possible for any member of the
public as well as any professional to have complete and nearly instantaneous information about each transaction as it occurs, and for
all transactions in the aggregate. In the over-the-counter markets,
actual price and quantity usually are known only by the parties to
each transact.ion,
and aggregates are not avai]nb]e. Instead of the
"last price" data publis}~ed for exchange securities, over-the-counter
markets primarily rely on interdeMer circulation of daily bid and
asked quotations supplemented by interdea]er wire communic’atio~ of
current quotations and, for a more_, limited list, newspaperpublication
of retail price quotations. Thus, the "tape" has become a cm~tral
mechanism of the major exchange markets, both a,s a record and as
art active force, whereas in the over-the-eounte~" markets, in the absence o¢ auv "tape," the }p~.otation systems and wire communieatio~s
are perhaps equally crucial but have quite differem use and impact.
Regulation
9. Whether as a cause or a result of any or all of the ~oregoin~"
differences, the major exchanges historically have been, and presently
are, more highly organized for self-regulation of activities in the
marketplace tha.n are the over-the-counter markets. On each mnjo~"
exchange there is a central organizational str,acture and there are
multifarious regulati.ons and surveillance procedures g’overning the
conduct of business ~n the marketplace. The cou.nterparts
in the
~nueh more diffuse over-the-counter markets are, in ~’eneral, considerably more rudimentary-.
10. The already more organized and self-regulated
exchange markets receive more elaborate and specific treatment in the Exchange
Act than do the over-the-counter markets. With respect to the exchanges, the act authorizes and directs the Commissionto prescribe
rules for various Dat~icular functions and activities (e.g., speeialist~2
odd-lot dealers, floor traders) and particular ,~roblems (e.g., shor~
selling, options), and also enumerates in some detail the subject matters of exchange rules over which the-Commission has powers to require alteration or supplementation. With respect to the over-thecounter markets, the act relies primaril~ upon the broad concept of
"fraudulent, deceptive, or manipulative" acts and practices and the
concept of the "fictitious quotation," and authorizes and directs the
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Commission to deiine them and to prescribe means to prevent them.
On the other hand, the act goes into great detail about what a national
~’~ecurities association’s own rules are required to cover, and expressly
requires t.h,~t proposed rule ch,%nges be filed in advance with the Commission; it. also provides for Commission review of any proceeding
by such a, association
disciplining
one of its members. Taking into
account the ~.pp]icable
statutory
provisions and the rules made by
the Commission and by the self-regulatory
bodies, the total combined
regulatory scheme is considerably more pervasive" and/or exacting in
the exchange sector than in the over-the-counter sector.
11. As a direct result of the listing concept, most issuers o~ securities traded on an exchange are brought into a contractual relation
with the exchange itself,
and the lat.ter
is in a position to impose a
degree of regulation directly on such issuers. In the over-the-counter
markets there is no counterpart, except in a very rudimentary sense in
connection with eligibility
for NASD-sponsored q~lotations.
Moreover, requirements--by
statute
and by Commission and exchange
rules--as to such matters as re.porting, proxy solicitation,
and insiders’
trans:tctions,
applicable to ~ssuers of securities
being traded, are
vastly differen~ in the two types of markets, with important consequences on choice of markets and market operations, in addition to the
obvious differences in investor protection.
b. Similarities betwee~ types~ diffe~’ences ~,ithin types~ and interrelatio.nships
The fo~iegoing re~i~tal, emphasizing differences in structures, mecha~isms, practices, a~)d regulations,
may tend to obscure the many similarities
in underlying forces, purposes~ and needs as between the two
~ypes and, equally important,
the many variances
and gradations
a,~thm each basic type. Many o~ the d~fferences are actually
only
matters of degree, so that individual markets, securities, and situations
may fall wathm a gray area where d~stmctions are not sharp2 Moreov.e.r~ some of the important differences are simply historical or practical, rather than £undamental or structural,
and thus are susceptible
o~ being narrowed or widened by £uture technologicM, economic and/
or regulatory developments.
There is obvious variety of needs, rules, and practices as among the
14 registered exchanges, and there is even surprisingly great variety
of needs and practices as among individual "markets" within each ma.~or exchange. ]n the more heterogeneous over-the-counter
markets,
~he variances are, of course~ even more substantial.
On the other hand,
except in the area o!: fra’ud, existing regulation consists by and l~rge
of one set of rules and standards for "exchange markets" and a distinct as~d different set for "over-the-counter markets."
I.t is also necessary to recognize the various kinds of interrelation~
ships between the two types. In the first place, there is considerable
competition
as to which market will become or remain the primary
market--discussed in the next section~at least for many securities for
which more than one market would serve. Secondly, there is some degree of choice, and therefore competition, as to whether a particular
transaction will be effected in a secondary market rather than in the
primary. These ma.~ters are considered in chapter VIII. Finally,
For further elabor:~tion of this point, .~ee eh. ¥III.I1.
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through arbitrage, offsets, price leadership, commissionstructures, and
otherwise, there are numerous points of interaction or interplay between’ markets.
Like other major institutions, securities markets in the United States
are dynamic rather than static. Historically they have shown a considerable capacity to change, grow, and adapt to the needs of their
times, even if not always voluntarily, not always immediately, and not
always perfectly--also like other major institutions.
In their present
forms, each market reflects the results of shifting needs and responses.
The process of change and adaptation has not ended. For example,
the volume of over-the-counter trading in exchange-listed securities
has grown considerably in recent years and apparently is still growing. To mention only one more development, recent improvements in
communications and data processing have had notable effects on the
mechanics of doing business and the allocation of business, and there
are strong indications that the full potential of these developments has
not yet been realized.

A security may be traded on one market or several. The several
markets may consist of one or more exchanges or over-the-counter
markets, or one or more exchanges plus an over-the-counter market
or markets.1° If.a partic.ular security is t.raded in morethan on.e mar-

kets in establishing the price level for the security at any given time.’
If a security is listed and traded on the NewYork Stock Exchange
or American Stock Exchange, that market is ordinarily the primary
one regardless of the number of types of other markets, but there
appear to be instances in which the .over-the-counter market in a listed
security dominates
and the° exchange market is secondary; especially
¯
O~
do
the
latter
instances
exist amon~,
bon.ds 12 and among stocks on the
gg
" "
"
"
13
exempt hst.
If a security ~s traded only over the-- counter, there
are no primary and secondary markets in quite the samesense, although a dealer regularly makinga principal market for other dealers
(as distinguished from handling retail transactions) is sometimesdescribed as makinga "primary" market.
Most of the more prominent and mor~ actively traded corporat~
common
stocks find their .primary marke~on one of .the exchanges,
particularly
the NewYork Sto~k Exchange, buL some individual
stocks andsomeca.tegories of stocks, especially those of banksundlife
insu.rance companms,
form a nota~b|e excep,tion. The over-the-counter
xo On the over-the-counter
~ide, whether or not there is also an exchange market, the
several broker-dealers
"making a mark, e_t" in a particular
security at a given time may be
considered as adding up to a single ’market" or plural "markets";
hence, there is ambiguity in the use of the singular or plural as applied to markets for particular
securities.
xx The pr es
sent u se of t h e term s "primary" and "secondary" in respect of trading markets
is to be distinguished
from another use of the same terms,,,
referring
to the difference
between all original-issue
or distribution
markets ("primary) and .all trading markets
("secondary").
a~ See NYSErule 896 (the "nine-bond" rule).
NYSEGuide, par. Nos. 2396 and 2396.10.
xa See NYSErule 394, and its supplemental list of preferred and guaranteed stocks in
which members can conduct transactions
off the Exchange ~vithout
obtaining
special
permission.
NYSE Guide, par. No. 2894.10.
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markets u.re primary for a vastly greater numberof stocks, but. most,
of these .are stocks of .smaller and less well-known companies and the
total doll’ar volumeof transactions in these stocks is less .than tlmt of
the exchanges. 14 Indeed, it, is less than that ’of the NewYork Stock
Exchange alone.
B. BAsIo CONCE]?TS AND STANDARDS ]~,ELEVANT

TO TRADING

lV[AR:KETS

lVhat are the qualities of u "good" trading market ? It is sometimes
said, in ,the l’aw or elsewhere, tha.t a market should be "fair," "honest."
"free," "open," "efficient,"
"orderly," "continuous," "liquid" (’(;r
"fluid"), and perhaps other things. Someof t’hese standards or criteria
are written into t~he ExchangeAct itself, others are not. Ea:ch may be
deemed a worthy Objective, yet they m’ay not all be achievable ,to a
maximum
degree at the same .time in ~the same market. In .the fol’lowing pages the origin, signific’ance, ’and in‘terpl’ay of certain of these
concepts are briefly considered.
1.

TI-IE

STATUTORY PROVISIONS

The Exchange Act uses only some of *he above terms, and then only
sparingly. None .of them is explicitly defined, and in any ease none
of them is nearly as conspicuous in the statute as ’the ’eonstan,tly repeated phrase establishing "the public interest." and t:he "protection of
investors" as the dominant goals, is The strong congressional emphasis
on t.hese l’aSter terms indicates that all other standards ~andsubstantive
provisions, including the a,bove criteria as they appear in the statute.,
are to be interpreted and annlie.d in their light
The maintenance of "fair and honest markets" in securities transactions is one of the purposes of the act, as declared in section ~.
"Fair dealing" is called for repeatedly: section 6 (d) directs the Commission to register an exchange only upon finding it has rules "just
and adequate to insure fair dealing and to protect investors"; sect~’ons
12(b) (2) and 13(a) empower the Commission to require that issuers
shall provide such information upon registration of a security on an
exchange, and such periodical and other reports thereafter, as will
"insure fair dealing in the security." The soal of "fair dealing" also
guides the Commission’s power o-vet the r~les of registered associations of securities dealers, section 15A(k) (1), and over the rules
practices of national securities exchanges, section 19(’b) ; registered
assoeiatmns" rules also must not be designed to permit "unfair,, discrimination between customers or issuers, or brokers or dealers, seetion 15A(b)(7). A "fair and orderly market" is the criterion
the Commission’s regulation of trading by exchange members for
their own account, section 11(a). Similarly, section ll(b) directs
that specialists shall not be permitted to act as dealers more than is
"reasonably necessai3r * * * to maintain a fair .and orderly market, ¯ * *" ~"
The act itself speaks only once of a "free and open market" when,
in section 15A(b)(7), it directs that the rules of registered national
~* See ch. VII.
~ See oh. I.B.
an

te

r~ties

associations

must have "fair
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securities associations shall "reniove impediments to and perfect the
mechanism of a free and open lover-the-counter]
market; * * * "
Such rules shall also promote "just and equitable principles of trade,"
~, phrase found at several points in the act.
Given ~the l~cl~ of statuto~ definitions of the foregoingterms, the
Special Study obviously could not purport to interpret them defini~
tively or a~thoritatively
ia this report. Of course such te~s are
best understood, and their vario~s shades of meaningbest appreciated,
when met in concrete settings. Nevertheless, it m~ybe helpful to
give a brief indication of their general significance and thrust, at
least insofar us they pose issues discussed in this report.
"F~ir" and "honest" presumably encompass the notion of freedom
i~rom manipulative and deceptive practices of ~11 kinds ~ and m~ybe
¯ egarded as positive expressions of the act’s
acts,
¯ ban
¯ on such¯ practices,
¯
.tn d dev"~ces.~8 ,, Fair¯ ,,-also presumably ~mplles~ especmlly m the sev-,
’.
eral references to "fair dealing" ~nd also the reference to "unfair discriminution between customers or issuers, or brokers or deulers~" thgt
there be ~ao ~ladue advt~ntage or preference amongparticipants in the
mgrketplace; i.e., tl~at there be no tinnecessa~ discrimination b~ opportunity or treatment or-in access to f~cilities or information. As
among participants within any properl 3- recognized category--those
making similar uses o~ contributions
to~ and demands upon the
market facil~ties~discrimination
would be altogether unacceptable.
As between different c~tegories--where different us~%contributions~
or demands might appropriately
be recognized~differences
in opt)ortunity and treatment would be held to the ~bsolute minimumconsistent with the. re~gnized differences. In short~ ~ m~rket which
recognized an), ~mproper categories or permitted any unwarranted
discriminations would not be considered "~air" in t;he ~ullest sense.
"Free" presumably implies that the forces of supply and demand
should operate without interjection o~ artificial
~uctors. Insofar as
the e~traneous factors might be manipulative~ the concept overlaps
that of f~irness. But "free~" in its ultimate sen~%m~ygo ~urther to
exclude extraneous ~orces of a beneficient (i.e, ~tabilizing or market
ordering) nature. In the latter sense a completely "~ree" market
would be one in which the spontaneous bids and offers o~ buyers and
sellers would be permitted to affect prices regardless o~ the sharpness
or duration o~ the resulting
movements2~ "Open" presumably implies that anyone c~n enter the m~rket to buy and ~ll. The statuto~ meaning of these terms might be thought to be limited to the
over-the-counter murkets~ since their only statutory use in the the
phrase "free and open~" in a section added in 1938 and applying only
~7 See FI. Rept. 1383, 73d Cong., 2d sess., at p. 10 (,1,934) ; brief on the bill’s constitutionalit_v,
submitted by Messrs. Corcoran and Cohen, Hearings on H.R. 7852 and H.R.
,~720. o’~ Stock Exchange Regulation."
before the House Committee on Interstate
and
F(~reign Commerce,73d (}ong., 2d, sess., at p. 925 (1934).
~s Sec. 2(3) declares manipulation one of the causes of those evils that the act is meant
to correct;
sec. 10,(b) makes it unlawful for any person to u,se any manipulative
deceptive device or contrivance
in connection with securities
transactions;
and sec.
15(c) (1) and (2) and 15A(b),(7)
forbid brokers and dealers
to use any manipulative
devices or practices
or fictitious
quotations,
and dir.~ct that the rules of registered
national securities a~s~ciation,s shall be d,est,~ned to prevent any such use.
~ A Commission staff memoran4um of 1939. discussing
the Boston Stock Exchange as
a primary market, described it ~s "a free and open market not serviced by a specialist;
i e., any member on the floor can bid for or offer the stock in any number of shanes which
he ~esires."
Interestingly,
the memorandum went on to consider
whether the Exchange
sho~ld have "’d.ealer-specialists
* * * who w~uld I~erform only a dealer function in
narrowing the spread which may exist between public bids and offers * * * to make a
fair and orderly market."
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to such markets. However, the terms have wider usage: for example,
the Senate and House reports as well as several witnesses at the hearings preparatory to enactment of the Exchange Act spoke of free
and/or open markets in clearly general references; indeed, an exchange
official and a representative of over-the-counter dealers both suggested
that the exchanges’ greater activity made them more "free." ~0 Other
examples of wider usage of the terms are a minority report o.f the
New York Stock Exchange’s Special Committee on Member Firm
Costs and Revenues (1958), which referred to "the free and open auction securities market we jealously guard * * *" and a recent statement by the president of the NYSE,that "we have * * * consistently
urged prospective investors * * * to recognize that--in a free market,
subject to tim laws of supply and demand--stock prices will go down
as well as up." 21
"Orderly" presumably implies efficiency and economyof operations,
but also embraces concepts of regularity and reliability o~ operation-"a market which does not ’fold up’ when the pressure on dealers
becomes too heavy" ~ and the concept of avoidance of wide price
swings within relatively short spans of time. In the sense of efficiency,
".orderly" might include t’he degree of assurance, through available
marke(mechanisms, that the highest bidders and lowest offerors do
not miss each other to the disadvantage of both. In the sense of avoidance of wide price swings, "orderly" shades into. and perhaps encomasses the .concept of "continuity," discussed below; but whereas the
utter term puts emphasis on price constancy from transaction to transaction, "orderly" may also imply constancy over periods of days or
weeks; i.e., a degree of stability." :" However,neither of these latter
concepts is explicitly set fort,h in the s~atute, as a definition of
"orderly" or otherwise.

p

2.

:NONSTATUTORY

CRITERIA

The terms "continuous" a~d "liquid" (or interchangeably, "fluid")
are not statutory. As market criteria they appear to have received
greatest emphasis from the exchanges themselves, particularly the New
York Stock Exchange. In exchange usage the two terms appear to
be closely associated with "orderly~; indeed, they seem to be among
the most conspicuous ingredients in the concept of orderliness3 ¯ These
:0 Testimony of E. R. Gr.u,bb, president of the New York Curb Exchange, 1934 hearings,
above, at p. 389 ; testim(my of O. J. Troster, secretary of the New York Securities Dealers
Association,
id. at p. 613; see also id. at p. 785. And see H. Re,pt. 1383, 73d Cong., 2d
sess., at p. 11 (1934) ; S. Rept. 1455, 73d Cong., 2d sess., at p. 81 (1934) ; H. Rept. 2307,
75th Cong., 3d sess., at pp. 4, 7 (1938); ,1,941 report by the public governors of the
American Stock Exchange, quoted in SEC, Staff Report on Organization,
Management,
and Regulation of Conduct of Members of the American Stock Exchange," p. 52 (19’62).
~a Address by O. Keith Funston, Business and Professional
Women’s Club of Waterloo,
Iowa, Oct. 23, 19~2.
~ Testimony of E. R. Grubb, note 20, above.
~ Compare 6 S.E.C. Ann. Rep. 91 (1940).
The close relationship
of the terms "orderly." "continuity,"
and "stability"
is illustrated
in the "Saperstein Interpretation"
(discussed more fully in eh. VI.D.3.b and 6.b), interpreting
the Exchange’s rule about specialists’
transactions
being effeeted
only when
"’reasonably necessary to permit .such. specialist
to maintain a fair and orderly market":
"* * * a transaction
can not De oeemeu reasonably
necessary for the maintenance of
,~t fair and orderly market within the meaning of the rule if it is not reasonably calculated
to contribute
to the maintenance of price continuity and to the minimizing of the effects
of temporary disparity
between supply and demand * * * Transactions
of [certain]
types
may, ~vithln the meaning of the rule, be justifiable
* * * only when they are an essential
part of a course of deallng~ d,esigned to promote the eontln.uity
and stability
of the
market * * *" (Securities
Exchange Act release No. 1117 (Mar. 3~), 1937)).
2, Since the degree of continuity or liquidity for exchange-traded securities
may depend,
to a greater or lesser extent for particular securities,
on the amount of specialist
participation, these concepts are espeeiaIIy prominent in discussions of such participation.
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terms are no less .relevant, however, to over-the-counter markets, even
though the contributing factors and the potentials may differ between
as well us within the two types of markets.
"Continuous" implies that a series of consecutive separate transactions, even though involving price changes, will involve minimumprice
variations or deviations. 25 While continuity thus refers to changes
from the immediately preceding price level, it is an open question
whether the term implies anything about the quantity traded at any
given level or the extent to which ~ price trend ma continue in one
d~reetlon. Stated another way, and as is d~seussed m chapter VI, the
line between the concept of "continuity" and the concept of "stability,"
or between maintaining a "continuous" market and "stabilizing"~
a
market, is not a clear oneY
"Liquid" implies that a willing seller can readily (or perhaps immediately) find a buyer~ or vice versa, at a mutually agreeable price.
Thus, securities are generally said to be more liquid than real property,
personal notes, or similar assets. Again., to what extent the term implies that u transaction occurs at a pmee closely related to current
intrinsic worth is an open questionY
3.

THE

BALANCING

OF

OBJECTIVES

Although all of the above criteria may individually seem worthy,
there is inevitably some degree of conflict among them. In many
contexts and circumstances, therefore, some deg-zee of balancing and
reconciling is required, presumablywith a view to "the public interest"
and "protection of investors."
The point may be illustrated in terms of members’ participation in
the auction markets. As stated above, certain transactions of members
for their own accounts are required and/or are claimed to serve the
needs of the markets--to provide eontinuit.g and liquidity, or even, in
the case of very inactive securities, to make]t possible for a continuous
auction market to exist.
From this point of view, members’
participation is presumably to be welcomed and fostered, since the
less of it there is, the less "continuous" or "liquid"--and therefore
"orderly"--may be the resulting public market. On the other hand,
as mentioned above and further discussed in chapter VI, exchange
membershave inherent advantages over the public--especially
in extent and immediacy of information--when they buy or sell for their
own accounts. From this point of view, the larger the p~rtieipation
by members for their own accounts, the more impairment there may
be of absolute "fairness" for public investors. Likewise, and par~ This use of the term is, of course, quite distiact
from the previous reference to a
"contin’uous auction" market.
~ The House report preceding enactment of the Exchange Act expressed reservations
about eentinuity : ’~The importance of active, constant trading can readily ’be exaggerated.
A relatlvely
stable market over a period is of much greater importance to investors
than
a fictitiously
stable market that involves no more than one-eighth of a point spread between
sales but results in wide fluctuations
over days or weeks. The market’s liouiditv denends
upon its relative
stability
and not upon the spreads between monetary sales. H. Rept.
1383, 73c1 Cong., 2d sess., at p. 14 (1934). But see also Twentieth Century Fund, "The
Security Markets," pp. 294-296 (1935).
~ For a discussion of continuity and liquidity
as concepts and with particular
reference
to "dealer"
activities
on exchange markets, see SEC report
on "The Feasibility
and
Advisability
of the Complete Segregation
of the Functions
of Dealer and Broker,"
pp. 21-2.], 36, 98-102 (1936). See also .Twentieth Century Fund, "The Security Markets,"
pp. 25-26 _(1935), and Senate committee print,
"Letter from the President of the United
States to the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency,"
and accompanying committee report, 73d Cong. 2d sess., at pp. 5, 16 (1934).
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ticularly if the members’participation is intended to achieve continuity or fluidity, "freedom"of the market as a pure reflection .of public
supply and demand may be impaired.
This sort of dilemma is of many varieties and takes many forms in
the securities markets--by no means limited to the question of member
participation
in the exchange markets--and the attractiveness
of
choosing one horn or the other may vary from context to context. An
appraisal of the rules and practices of the securities markets requires
continual weighing of the various objectives in relation to each other
and a constant recognition that their balancing is a complex, delicate
one that may lead to different answers in different markets, or even in
different contexts within the same market. Stated another way, the
more difficult substantive questions arising in a study of the adequacy
of rules and practices, or in statutory administration generally, can
rarely be answered by simple reference to any one or even several of
the criteria mentioned; sephrately or in combination, they at best supply guidelines within which there are large areas for definition of
policy on concrete problems.
4.

~DEPTH ~’

IN

RELATI0:N

TO CONTINUITY

AND LIQUIDATION

A_somewhatdifferent kind of concept--not a criterion of a total market in the. samesense as the others, but important. . in.the description or
evaluation of the markets for particular secur~tles--ls that of "depth."
Broadly.. speaking,
thistermrefers
.t° thequantity,
ofbuying
andselling interest and the potential actiwty on each side of the market. It
mayrefer to such interests and activity on the part of the public only;
or itprofessionals,
may refer to the combination
that is, excludin,
g the
.....
of pubhc and professionals.
Again, it may be used ~n an lmmed~ate
andtherefore ephemeral context; e.g., the depth of a specialist’s book
at a given time, or it mayrefer to a more or less continuous attribute
of market; e.g., the characteristic
depth of the market in General
Motors commonas compared with that of a relatively obscure and inactive stock.
If considered in the sense of public (i.e., excluding professional) interest and activity, depth is usually thought to be a product of several
different factors, the most important of which are (i) the total amount
of the class of securities outstanding, and (ii) the breadth of distribution .among the general public, exclusive of amounts concentrated in
the hands of controlling persons and other "permanent" holders of
large blocks. Subsidiary but still important factors, tending to be of
a somewhatmore transistory character than the foregoing, ’are (iii) the
prominence and prestige of a particular company, (iv) current economic and social developments leading to popularity or unpopularity
of a particular
company or industry among public investors,
(v)
broker-dealer soliciting activity, (vi) balance l~etween trading and investing activity,
and (vii) price level per share. Depth may also
have a geographic aspect: (viii) the concentration of public interest
and potential activity in a particular locale.
As is seen in chapter VIII.B, the listing requirements of exchanges
all reflect, in one degree or another, a concern for the quantity of stock
outstanding and the floating supply; i.e., the principal indicia of depth
of public interest on a long-term basis. This is at least partly in reco~o~aition of the fact that the continuity and liquidity of an exchange
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market, as a continuous auction market, ultimately depend on the
depth of public participation and the extent to which that can be, and
is, supplemented by specialist participation. In other words, unless
there is an adequate base of public interest and activity, either an undue burden may be placed on the specialist system or continuity and
liquidity will be lacking. While this leaves room for considerable
variation amonglisted securities, there is even greater variation in the
continuity and liquidity provided, by the depth of public interest plus
dealer participation, for the wide variety of securities in over-thecounter markets.

Before proceeding with a more detailed examination of existing
rules and practices of American trading markets, it is perhaps worthy
of reminder that no particular rule or practice is immutable, inevitable,
or universal. This is demonstrated by the many differences among
American markets and the many changes in their rules and practices
that have historically occurred, as already mentioned. It is demonstrated also by the manydifferences between rules and practices of
American securities markets and those of nonsecurities (principally
commodity) markets in this country and of securities markets elsewhere.
European stock markets, for example, provide illustrations
of differences in a numberof important areas, a few of which are mentioned
belo~v. In the actual conduct of trading, some of these markets use
various forms of an oral "call" system; some provide for limitations
on the extent of price variations in a given period; some permit
bankers to act as brokers. The role of the government may be gre~ter
or smaller and maybe felt i.n. different, ways, such us through government-appointed officials who are responsible for ~natehing orders; the
functions of the trading professionals may be separated or combined
along different lines; a.nd commission rates and rate structures may,
of course, differ substantially.
While securities markets outside the United States are obviously
beyond the scope of the Special Study and this report, a brief description of some of the distinguishing characteristics of the LondonStock
Exchange, as one example, supplies a useful background for consideration of the American markets.
Of all the European exchanges, the London Exchange does the
greatest amount of trading and has the most elaborate trading mechanisms. -’a Almost 10,000 different stock and bond issues, British and
foreign, are traded. A limited number of local issues are traded to
a much~esser extent on the 21 other exchanges located elsewhere in the
British Isles, there being no British over-the-counter market, as such.
Amongexchange-traded securities, however, there is u distinction between issues of securities that are "quoted" and those that are not, the
former being somewhatakin to our fully listed category and the latter
being roughly comparable to our (now restricted)
unlisted-trading
category.
Any two members of the London Exchange can obtain
permission to trade any security on the exchange, without a listing
application by the issuer, and such unlisted trading fills the role of
The Special Stud~ is indebted to W. S. Wareham, secretary,
Share and Loan Depart~ent, London Stock Exchange, for reviewing the material about the exchange.
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over-the-counter trading as known in this country. This arrangement is designed for occasional transactions, and if a market develops,
application for full quotation is insisted upon. Dealings may also
take place in securities which are listed on certa.in other recognized
stock exchanges.
The London Exchange is a ~To]untary, self-regulatory institution,
muchlike the A~nerican exchanges in this respect but not subject to
the super~isory control of a governmental regulatory commission.
It is composed of some 350 memberfirms, all of which are partnerships and all the partners in which are individually membersof the
exchange. Strict rules govern admission to membership, although
~,l~e~’e are no entrance examinations as such.
YIembers mus~ reapply for membership ~nnually ~nd ~t that time
mus~ state whether they will act as a .broker or a dealer (known as
".iobber")--:they m~ynot act in both capacities. Brokers receive their
inco~ne in the form of commissionfees and deal directly with the public, as agents. They buy and sell through the jobbers, who make their
i~come by trading p~rticular securities ~s principals and w’ho may not
de,n] with ,the pu’blic. The jobbers perform a function somewha~
similar to that of the specialists on the NewYork Stock Exchange in
~hat they "makemarkets," but .there a.re several significant differences :
The jobber .does not h~ve to m~ketrades and h~s less responsibility for
maintaining ma.rke’~s. O~ the other hand, he is permitted to m~kea
market in any stock he chooses, and as mgnyas 28 jobbers h~ve been
observed making markets in one particular
security at one time.
There is no differentiation between round lots an~d, odd lots in jobbers’
~ransactions. The number of jobbi.ng firms has fallen from 175 to 81
i~ the p~st 10 years, ~pp~rently owing in pa~q~to British tax policies.
Prices at which transactions occur are usually, but not alway.s, reported by the brokers and jobbers. The reporting of prices ~s not
compulsory ~nd the announced prices ~re not necessarily those at
w.hich the trades actut~!]y took place. While the number of transac.tions is reported, there are no figures as ’t.o the numberof shares
traded in a particular security, volume figures being a jealously
guarded secret. With rega.rd to dealings, there is muchless emph~si.s
on full and rapid dissemination of informa,tion, either as to transactions on the exchangeor as to the issuers of t~m securit.ies traded.
~,[embers of the exchange may no~ ~dvertise in newspapers although
~.he exchange itself ~dvertises and, much like the New York Stock
Exchange, is seeking to broaden share ownership among the genera!
p~blic. Adviso~T ]itera~ture iss~ed by br~kers maybe se, n~r, only to
,~stomers of the firm.
British banks are far more involved in the securities business than
iz the case iu this coun,try, some brokers dealing almost exclusively
wi.th banks. Since exchange members do not have offices away from
r, he vicinity o~ the exchange, public investor contacts outside of London are frequently made through branch banking offices. A large
amount of the business outside London, however, is handled initially
by members of the 21 stock exchanges situated in major provincial
cities and by members o~ the Provincial Brokers Stock Exchange in
some 110 smaller towns, most of which business is channeled to the
London Stocl~ Exchange. Exch~mgemembers are permitted to allo~v
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a return of commission (not exceeding 25 percent) to ba~s, and block
discounts are ~llowed.
Short selling is not governed ’by special regulations. Payment for
stocks ~nd delivery often does not h~ve to be made for as long as 3
weeks~ and thereafter settlement can be further deferred ~hrough paymerit of a fee, an ,~rr~nge.men~, knownas "cont~ngo."
The London ’Stock Exchange exemplifies manydifferences from pre~,~ailing Americanpr~tc~ices bu~ as sugges~ed ear]ier~ it by no means
illustrates all the va.ri~ttions that can be found. Needless to say~ the
v~riations from coun’try ’to country often can be explained by differences ia m~tur~ty of the economies and in heritages of custom and
tradition, so that opera’tions or regulations successfully existing in one
country may not function with equal effectiveness in the economic and
political environlnent of ano, ther. To refer to variations of rules and
practices in other markets is by no means to suggest a preference for
any of them; i~ is merely to sugges~t that a broad study and inves’t~gation of the adequacyof existing rules and practices s’hould not ,be blind
to other possibili’ties.

